REPOSITORY STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING
February 21, 2007

Attendees
Grace Agnew
Kalaivani Ananthan
Isaiah Beard
John Brennan
Ron Jantz
Rhonda Marker
Chad Mills
Ann Montanaro
Mary Beth Weber
Yang Yu

Decisions
• Upgrade to release 4.0 scheduled for next week. Isaiah will inform the user community.
• IMLS grant for NJVid will be submitted. Grant is a partnership among William Paterson University (WPU), NJEdge.net and Rutgers. WPU and NJEdge.net will manage the effort with WPU building the user interface. Management software, WMS and the Search Interface will be contributed by Rutgers.
• Initial dialogue has occurred with Northwestern University, Penn State University and Princeton University regarding a partnership around WMS. A meeting will be set up where these three institutions will send representatives to Rutgers for a WMS overview and tutorial. The target date for the meeting is early April.
• An RUCore demonstration will be presented at the open forum following the faculty meeting on March 2. Included will be a demonstration of the dynamic search portal, and a development version of the faculty deposit module.

To-Do
• Inform user community about upgrade to WMS and expected downtime – Isaiah
• Send e-mails to representatives at Northwestern University, Penn State University and Princeton University to determine an early April date for a WMS overview and tutorial – Ron
• Discuss proposed enhancements for Faculty Deposit Module for release 4.2 – Development Team
• Determine how to address department issues for Faculty Deposit Module – Development Team